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Mark Hawkins, former park ranger and
expert tracker, is out of his element,
working on board the Magellan, a research
vessel studying the Great Pacific Garbage
Patch. But his work is interrupted when,
surrounded by thirty miles of refuse, the
ship and its high tech systems are plagued
by a series of strange malfunctions and the
crew is battered by a raging storm.When
the storm fades and the sun rises, the
beaten crew awakens to find themselves
anchored in the protective cove of a
tropical island...and no one knows how
they got there. Even worse, the ship has
been sabotaged, two crewman are dead and
a third is missing. Hawkins spots signs of
the missing man on shore and leads a small
team to bring him back. But they quickly
discover evidence of a brutal history left
behind by the Islands former occupants:
Unit 731, Japans ruthless World War II
human experimentation program. Mass
graves and military fortifications dot the
island, along with a decades old laboratory
housing
the
remains
of
hideous
experiments.As crew members start to
disappear, Hawkins realizes that they are
not alone. In fact, they were brought to this
strange and horrible island. The crew is
taken one-by-one and while Hawkins fights
to save his friends, he learns the horrible
truth:
Island
731
was
never
decommissioned and the person taking his
crewmates may not be a person at allnot
anymore.Praise for Island 731:Robinson
puts his distinctive mark on Michael
Crichton territory with this terrifying
present-day riff on The Island of Dr.
Moreau One of the best Jurassic Park
successors. Publishers Weekly, starred
review[Island 731s] premise is reminiscent
of H.G. Wells The Island of Dr. Moreau,
but the author adds a World War II back
story...vivisection, genetic engineering,
Black Ops, animal husbandry and mayhem.
This is the stuff that comic books, video
games and successful genre franchises are
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made of. -- KirkusTake a traditional
haunted-house tale and throw in a little
Island of Dr. Moreau and a touch of Clash
of the Titans, and you wind up with this
scary and grotesque novel. Robinson, a
skilled blender of the thriller and horror
genres, has another winner on his hands.
BooklistA book full of adventure and
suspense that shows science in a whole
new horrific light. This is one creepy tale
that will keep you up all night! And it is so
well written you will think twice before
taking a vacation to any so-called Island
Paradise! -- Suspense MagazinePraise for
SecondWorld:The popcorn novel of the
summer has arrived, and Jeremy Robinson
delivers an action fest that rivals the best of
James Rollins, Clive Cussler and Matthew
Reilly The combination of Mad Max, I Am
Legend and Where Eagles Dare provides a
fresh take on the end of the world that is
riveting from the first page. SecondWorld
is a guaranteed one-sitting read that would
make a terrific summer movie. Associated
PressRelentless pacing and numerous plot
twists drive this compelling stand-alone
from Robinson (Threshold) Thriller fans
and apocalyptic fiction aficionados alike
will find this audaciously plotted novel
enormously
satisfying.
Publishers
WeeklyA brisk thriller with neatly timed
action sequences, snappy dialogue and the
ultimate sympathetic figure in a badly
burned little girl with a fighting spirit... The
Nazis are determined to have the last
gruesome laugh in this efficient doomsday
thriller. -- Kirkus ReviewsCompellingly
written Gripping, propelled by expertly
controlled pacing and lively characters.
Robinsons punchy prose style will appeal
to fans of Matthew Reillys fast-paced,
bigger-than-life thrillers, but this is in no
way a knockoff. Its a fresh and satisfying
thriller that should bring its author plenty
of new fans. --Booklist
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none Editorial Reviews. From Booklist. A research vessel studying the effects of sea life around the Island 731: A
Thriller - Kindle edition by Jeremy Robinson. Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson, Paperback Barnes & Noble Jul 6,
2016 - 647 min - Uploaded by Alessandra HutzlerArthur C. Clarke. Dolphin Island. Audiobook Full (read by Randy
Davidson) - Duration: 4:29:40 Fiction Book Review: Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson. St. Martins Find helpful
customer reviews and review ratings for Island 731: A Thriller at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our
users. : Island 731 (Audible Audio Edition): Jeremy Robinson Island 7 ratings and 242 reviews. Evil said: This book
is quite the page turner. A very thrilling, action-packed, suspenseful narrative. As I : Customer Reviews: Island 731: A
Thriller Island 7 ratings and 240 reviews. Evil said: This book is quite the page turner. A very thrilling, action-packed,
suspenseful narrative. As I Island 731: A Thriller - Kindle edition by Jeremy Robinson. Literature Written by
Jeremy Robinson, narrated by R. C. Bray. Listen to this Audiobook FREE with 30 day Trial! Island 731 by Jeremy
Robinson Reviews - Goodreads But if they thought flying snakes were bad, well, theyre about to be introduced to
Island 731s true terrors: crocodiles with tentacles, seagulls with teeth, and a New science thriller book review ISLAND
731 by Jeremy Robinson Buy Island 731 on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Kaiju Thrillers Beware of
Monsters Feb 25, 2014 The Paperback of the Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on
$25 or more! Images for Island 731 Island 731, Project Nemesis (Nemesis Saga, #1), Project Maigo (Nemesis Saga,
#2), Project 731 (Nemesis Saga #3), Project Hyperion (Nemesis Saga #4), and. ISLAND 731 by Jeremy Robinson
Kirkus Reviews Jan 14, 2013 Robinson (Secondworld) puts his distinctive mark on Michael Crichton territory with this
terrifying present-day riff on The Island of Dr. Moreau. Jeremy Robinson - Wikipedia ISLAND 731 Issue 1 Out
Now! Beware of Monsters Books similar to Island 731 - Goodreads May 22, 2013 reviews UNIT 731 by Jeremy
Robinson. Shipwrecked scientists battle part human, part animal monsters on lost island. : Island 731 (9781480592377):
Jeremy Robinson, RC Listen to Island 731 audiobook by Jeremy Robinson. Stream and download audiobooks to your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Bestsellers and latest Island 731 #2 (of 6): Jeremy Robinson: : Books Hawkins
clung to the reddish-brown loggerhead shell, hoping the armored carapace would shield him from the snapping jaws.
The sharks snout hit the turtles Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson Audiobook - YouTube Island 731 #3 Preview Pages!
AN IMPRINT OF FAMOUS MONSTERS. AMERICAN GOTHIC PRESS (words and distinctive lettering design) is a
trademark of Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson NOOK Book (eBook) Barnes Dec 17, 2012 The novels premise is
reminiscent of H.G. Wells The Island of Dr. Moreau, but the author adds a World War II back story and a contemporary
: Customer Reviews: Island 731: A Thriller Buy Island 731 #2 (of 6) on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders.
Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson Reviews - Goodreads Summary and reviews of Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson
The crew is taken one by one, and while Hawkins fights to save his friends, he learns the horrible truths: Island 731 was
never decommissioned and the person SEP161239 - ISLAND 731 #3 - Previews World Island 731 by Jeremy
Robinson - book cover, description, publication history. Best books like Island 731 : #1 This Green Hell (Alex Hunter,
#3) #2 Pandemonium #3 The Raven (Jane Harper Horror Novels, #2) #4 Black Rain (Hawker & Lai. Island 731
Audiobook Mar 26, 2013 The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more! ISLAND 731 Comic Book! Beware of Monsters Find helpful customer reviews and review
ratings for Island 731: A Thriller at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Nemesis Saga by
Jeremy Robinson - Goodreads Nov 17, 2015 ISLAND 731 is one of my most successful novels, and its full of
monsters, both human and very not human. And in the visual medium of comic Island 731 by Jeremy Robinson Fantastic Fiction The crew is taken one by one, and while Hawkins fights to save his friends, he learns the horrible
truths: Island 731 was never decommissioned and the person Island 731 B&N Readouts - Barnes & Noble Aug 10,
2016 ISLAND 731 is available now as a comic book. Co-written with Kane Gilmour and with art (pencils, inks and
colors) by Jeff Zornow. This is not : Island 731 (9781455891962): Jeremy Robinson, RC Buy Island 731 on ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders. : Island 731 (9781491513903): Jeremy Robinson, RC Jeremy Robinson, also known
as Jeremy Bishop, Jeremiah Knight, and other pen names (born Island 731 (March 2013, Thomas Dunne Books) [Book
0].
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